Abstract. Distance measurement is essential for autonomous mobile robot. An active raging sensor based on the structured-light image obtains distance data of a set of object points on a laser stripe. This paper aims to propose an algorithm for extraction of line segments from the distance data and matching with a given global map of environment. By using this algorithm, a mobile robot is able to localize its position and heading angle in the environment. Experiments for matching and localization are conducted by using distance data from the active ranging sensors to verify the performance of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
In order to achieve self-localization and autonomous navigation for a mobile robot, a distance measurement system is prerequisite to obtain spatial map of the robot's environment [1] . Among the many kinds of ranging sensors, the structured-light image based sensor has many advantages: efficient computation in image processing, robustness against ambient light and cost-effectiveness [2] . The structured-light imaging system projects a laser stripe onto environmental object and captures the reflected light by a camera. Distance of a set of object points on the laser stripe can be computed based on the triangulation.
Because the distance data contains the information about the environment, it is possible to localize a mobile robot by matching the measured distance data with a given environmental object map. Many studies are available on the matching algorithm for localization of a mobile robot [3] , [4] . The environmental object map is generally given in the form of line segments. A curved object is possibly approximated by a set of line segments also.
Main aim of this paper is to propose a line matching algorithm for a set of distance data from a structured-light image with a given environmental object map in the form of line segments. An efficient algorithm for extraction of a line segment from measured set of distance data is also proposed in this paper. Fig. 1 shows an example of laser structured-light image. The ranging sensor based on the structured-light image obtains a set of distance data of points on a projected laser stripe [5] , [6] . In order to represent the measured set of distance data with several line segments, two end points of a line segment should be determined. In case that there is a discontinuous point in the measured data, it is simple to determine the end point of a line segment. In the other case that two line segments are connected, a corner point should be found out as the end point of a line segment. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , an angle pixel positions respectively with a fixed interval n . The criterion for i P to be a corner point is described as follows:
Line Segment Extraction
Eq. (2) respectively as shown in the figure. Thus, the influence of pixel noise on the angle become smaller as the interval n is increased. However, if n is set too large, it may cause a loss of corner point in a short line segment. Thus, the size of n should be determined by taking the amount of pixel noise into consideration. Fig. 4 is the graph of the angle i  by applying (1) . From two end points of a line segment, the center of the line segment and the number of measured data points on the line segment can also be obtained. is the number of data points on the segment l . It is assumed that the global map is modeled by the polygonal objects. The model line in Fig. 5 represents a side line of a polygonal object in the environment.
As explained in Fig. 5 , the nearest model line is chosen as a target for each measured line segment l . To choose the target line, the shortest distance between a model line and the center of a line segment is used. The target line is described as 
The weight l n is the number of all data points on a line segment l . In order to get the amount of rotation   and translation ( , ) xy  that minimizes the total matching error (6) by the least-square method, the rotational matrix ()
By inserting (7) into (6) and taking a derivative with respect to   and ( , ) xy  , it is possible to get the amount of translation and rotation that minimizes the total matching error as follows: 
In (9), M is given by 
The matching process from (3) through (11) should be repeated until the matching error (9) becomes smaller than a predefined value. 
Experiments
To verify the performance of the proposed matching algorithm and the result of localization, experiments are conducted by using an array of ranging system based on the laser structured-light. Fig. 6 shows the result of the map matching and the localization algorithm. The omnidirectional distance data measured at an unknown robot posture is depicted by red line segments in Fig. 6 (a) and the resultant robot posture after the matching is represented by a dark triangle in Fig. 6 For the localization of a mobile robot in unknown environment, a ranging sensor is required to measure a distance to an environmental object. The active ranging sensor based on the structured-light image obtains a set of distance data on a laser stripe. In order to match the measured distance with an environment object map given in the form of line segments, line segments should be extracted from the measured data set. In this paper, an efficient line extraction and a matching algorithm are proposed based on a least-squared error. The matching algorithm developed in this paper to associate between line segments extracted from the measured omnidirectional distance data and polygonal model of the global object map. Since the matching algorithm used only two end points of a line segment to associate with an edge of the polygonal model, it is efficient in computation than a conventional point to point matching algorithm. The proposed line extraction and matching algorithms were verified through experiments by using ranging sensors based on the structured-light image.
